General KS4 Catch-up videos for the many of the **Required Practical** elements of your exams can be [found here](#). Pick out the ones you don’t know or don’t understand very well. Use the others to revise from in the coming year.

Want to do some KS4 general topic revision? Find out which exam board you’re taking, then [Click here for AQA](#) or [Click here for Pearson Edexcel](#).

**Fancy something a bit different to schoolwork?** Why not look up at the sky? [This website](#) will show you which planets you can see and all the different constellations in the night sky at different times. Don’t have a fancy telescope? Some of the detail of the planets can be seen with your eyes or through a pair of normal binoculars. You don’t need any equipment to see the stars, just a clear night sky. Set it to where you live (London for most of you).

**Need to catch-up on some science you missed KS3-5?** You might find looking back over some [BBC bitesize programmes](#) useful and often quite fun!